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Enhanced recovery after surgery provides patients with 
optimal means to counteract or minimize the deleterious 
effects of surgery [1–3]. This concept can be adapted to suit 
colorectal procedures and comes in the form of a clinical 
pathway covering the pre-, per- and postoperative periods. 
Enhanced recovery after colorectal surgery includes pre-
operative, intraoperative, and postoperative measures and 
consists of a multidisciplinary approach involving surgeons, 
anesthesiologists, nurses, dieticians and physiotherapists. 
A French expert panel assessed the impact of parameters 
included in the fast-track programs on six foreseeable 
consequences of colorectal surgery; these were surgical 
stress, postoperative ileus, fluid and electrolyte imbalances, 
decreased postoperative mobility, sleep disorders, and post-
operative complications. The experts validated the value 
of each parameter in terms of efficacy criteria for success 
of fast-track programs. After a review of the literature, 19 
parameters were identified as potentially impacting at least 
one of the foreseeable consequences of colorectal surgery, 
namely the rate of postoperative complications and the dura-
tion of hospital stay. After synthesis of the work of experts 
on the 19 parameters using a well-defined methodology, the 
organizing committee reached 35 formal recommendations 
that were published as guidelines [4]. In a prospective ran-
domized trial, Vlug et al. demonstrated that laparoscopy in 
combination with fast-track multimodal management was 
the best strategy over laparoscopy in a standard care or open 
surgery in either fast-track or standard care [5]. This par-
ticularly applies to colectomy or proctectomy for cancer [6].

Consensus was reached among anesthesiologists, 
nutritionists, physiotherapists, and surgeons on a num-
ber of recommendations that should be applied in current 

rehabilitation programs in colorectal surgery [7] such as: 
preoperative immunonutrition; preoperative intake of car-
bohydrates until 2 h before surgery; no bowel preparation 
for colon surgery and bowel preparation for rectal surgery; 
laparoscopic approach; antibiotic prophylaxis; prevention 
of hypothermia; systematic intraoperative medication to 
prevent nausea and vomiting; morphine-sparing analgesia 
techniques; optimization of intraoperative volume control; 
no gastric tube; no abdominal drainage; short-term blad-
der catheterization; resumption of oral feeding within 24 h; 
getting the patient out of bed and walking on the first day. 
Patient information has also been considered as an important 
point for a fast-track program.

Several studies showed that an enhanced recovery proto-
col for colorectal surgery reduces postoperative morbidity, 
and mortality [8]. The development of such an enhanced 
recovery program also allowed gradual shortening of hos-
pital stay for colorectal surgery patients [9].

Applying the concept of fast-track surgery, we formal-
ized a clinical pathway protocol for laparoscopic colectomy 
performed in an ambulatory setting according to the Inter-
national Association for Ambulatory Surgery definition that 
is discharge on the same working day without overnight stay 
[10]. The short-term outcomes of ambulatory colectomy for 
the 157 consecutive patients who followed this program at 
two institutions has now been published [11]. In our study, 
the admission rate was 7.0%, the unscheduled consultation 
rate was 20.5%, the readmission rate was 6.1%, and the reop-
eration rate was 3.8%. The overall 30-day morbidity rate 
was 24.8% and the mortality rate was 0%. These results are 
similar to those published in the current literature concern-
ing colorectal resection imbedded in enhanced recovery 
programs [9].

It seems that the project of enhanced recovery programs 
after colorectal surgery has reached the last phase of its 
development. The experience of the entire team with a fast-
track protocol, the assistance from the institutional support 
system and the involvement of primary care physicians are 
necessary prerequisites for ambulatory colectomy. The care-
ful post-discharge surveillance, particularly with the help of 
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nurses well-trained in enhanced recovery, allows reviewing 
patients for suspicion of medical or surgical complications. 
Another useful tool for ambulatory colectomy success is the 
use of post-discharge text messages (four simple questions 
with regard to pain, bowel movements, temperature and 
malaise) that are sent to the patients regularly, for example, 
on days 1, 3 and 5. In case of an abnormal response or lack 
of response, an automatic alert is sent to the attending physi-
cian via internet and the patient is contacted immediately. 
Surveillance using text messages has been validated for 
minor operations in ambulatory surgery and for operations 
in enhanced recovery programs [12].

Lastly, motivated patients in good general condition with 
no or few comorbidities, scheduled colon resection without 
foreseeable difficulties, and a thorough understanding of the 
ambulatory process and surveillance are crucial points for 
true ambulatory colectomy.

In conclusion, the feasibility, safety, and reproducibility 
of outpatient colectomy for selected patients has now been 
demonstrated [11]. Very short hospital stays after colectomy 
require establishment of a specific at-home monitoring sys-
tem to avoid any delay in the diagnosis and management 
of life-threatening complications. In experienced centers, 
nearly 30% of patients scheduled for elective colectomy can 
be managed in an ambulatory setting [11]. This strategy 
can be considered as the ultimate development of enhanced 
recovery programs.
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